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Although generalizations of the determinant definition to the quaternion 
case are known none of them is multiplicative. In the 2 x 2 case the following 
definition leads to a partial multiplicative property. It is suggested from the 
2 x 2 block matrix expansion. 
THEOREM 1. Let fl , & , Q , Q be four real quaternions with f1 # 0. Let X 
be the matrix [$$I. Define det X = - ti~&~[s + e1q2 . Then 
det X . det X = det XX*. 
By 6 is understood the quaternion conjugate to CL By X* is understood the 
transposed and conjugate matrix. Note that det X # det X*. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. It has to be shown that the following two expres- 
sions coincide: 
(- hE?& + 5172) (- W& + f!dl, (1) 
C&c-l + s&,> (717)l + 72%) - (51;lil + &a (7151 + 7&. (2) 
(1) can also be expressed as 
(2) can also be expressed as 
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All that is left to do is to identify the two traces. For this use the fact that 
trace (a/3) = trace (Iga). Hence 
trace (Elwt~1~2‘2ii2~1) = trace (E1&&t2;i2) = 
trace (711E31~l~2ji2) = trace (d,~,+j,) = trace (t2+j2&) 
(since fit, is a scalar and lies in the center). 
The coincidence of (1) and (2) can be interpreted as a quaternion identity. 
If the quaternions involved are expressed in terms of their coordinates a 
fractional eight square identity is obtained. 
THEOREM 2. Let x1 , e--, xe;yl , a*-, ys be two sets of indeterminates. Assume 
that not all of x1 , a*-, x4 are zero. Then the following identity holds: 
(3) 
Here the Pi are bilinear polynomials arising from the expansion of norm 
(&;5i + &&) as a sum of four squares, where t1 is the quaternion with 
coordinates x1, *a*, x4; 5s with x5, ..., x,; Q with yr , *o*, y4; ~a with y5, .a*, 
ys . The numbering is arranged so that [r # 0. The Ri are the fractional 
expressions which arise in the expansion of norm (- 4i~&‘&. + f2~a) as a 
sum of four squares. 
The proof follows immediately from Theorem 1. 
If [I commutes with ql then the Ri are bilinear. 
The well-known identities for the expression of the product of two sums 
of two (four) squares as a sum of two (four squares) can be obtained in the 
same way. For the sum of two squares put X = [e; 21, where xi , x2 , yi , ya 
are real quantities. Then 
det XX’ = (det .~)a 
= (4y2 - “sy1)2 = (Xl” + x22) (Y12 + Yz") - (Wl + .v2y2J2. 
For the sum of four squares put X = [2 21, where now Xi , X2, Yi , Y2 
are complex numbers: X, = xi + ix, , X2 = x3 + ix4 , YI = y1 + iy2 , 
Y2 = y3 + iy4. Denote by X* the transpose and complex conjugate. Then 
det XX* = det X. det X = (XiY, - X,Y,) (XiY, - X,Y,) 
= $x? *y;2 - (X,Y, + X,Y,) (XIYl + -&Y,). 
1 
Expressing this in terms of xi , yi leads to the well known formula. 
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REMARKS ADDED IN PROOF. (1) Inth e meantime the quaternion identity proved in 
Theorem 1 was generalized by W. Eichler and H. Zassenhaus to Cayley numbers 
leading to a sixteen square identity (see a forthcoming paper in Arch. Math.). 
(2) In the meantime two papers by -4. Pfister have appeared in which 2”-square 
identities are discussed for all values of n (‘J. London Math. Sot. 40 (1965), 159- 165 ; 
Arch. Math. 16 (1965), 363-370). He also communicated independent proofs of the 
above results to the author. 
